L I G H T I N G

ColorLogic 320 & 160 LED Lights
®

COLOR POOL, SPA, AND BACKYARD LIGHTING

ColorLogic 320 & 160 1.5-inch LED lights are ideal
for discreet pool and spa lighting, or highlighting
water features, baja shelves, steps, landscaping
and more. Available in two brightness levels and
able to be installed wet or dry, these versatile lights
can meet the needs of any backyard application.
Featuring the same 10 fixed colors and 7 colorchanging shows as Universal ColorLogic, ColorLogic
320 & 160 lights offer total color coordination of
all water environments. These low-voltage lights
also use far less energy than incandescent bulbs,
saving you money and lasting up to 10 times longer
to virtually eliminate service calls to replace bulbs.
With ColorLogic, you can expect a striking, expertly
coordinated environment for all backyard occasions.

Total System: Pumps I Filters I Heating I Cleaners I Sanitization I Automation I Lighting I White Goods

Color Every Corner of your Oasis.
Put your backyard in the spotlight.
Bringing your backyard and water features to life at night is easier than ever with ColorLogic 320
& 160 1.5-inch LED lights. These versatile lights are bright enough to light an entire pool or spa,
or highlight more focused features such as waterfalls, spillovers, or even palm trees or walkways.
ColorLogic lights make it easy to set the theme for your backyard—whether it be for a romantic
evening, a holiday party, or the big game this Sunday. Discover how these vibrant lights can spill
brilliant color into every corner of your backyard environment to transform it before your eyes.
Dazzling Light Shows

Performance
ColorLogic Pool, Spa and Backyard
Lights last 10 times longer than
incandescent bulbs.

VOODOO LOUNGE

USA

A spectacle of 1,500 quickchanging colors.

A star-spangled show
of red, white and blue.

TWILIGHT

Low-Voltage
ColorLogic Pool, Spa and Backyard
Lights are low-voltage and UL-listed
for safe wall and floor installation.

Energy Savings
Save money on energy costs by
switching to LED lighting.

MARDI GRAS

A relaxing, sophisticated
scene with over 1,500
ever-changing colors.

A carnival-worthy
display of 32 fastchanging colors.

TRANQUILITY

COOL CABARET

A perfect evening mix of
calming blues and white.

GEMSTONE
A royal display of blue, green
and magenta.

A vibrant nighttime
performance of over
100 colors.

Access 101 colors and 11 colorchanging shows when networked
with Hayward Automation.

To take a closer look at ColorLogic or CrystaLogic 320 & 160 LED Lights, go to hayward.com or call 1-888-HAYWARD.
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